
Perfect Square
SquareFrame Downlighting System
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The SquareFrame is a breakthrough  
addition to the DMF Downlighting family.  

It takes the OneFrame’s exceptional  
flexibility, simplicity and performance  

and reimagines it in a square format that  
delivers perfect alignment every time. 

All the benefits of the OneFrame. Squared. 
The SquareFrame is the perfect foundation for a fully interchangeable  

system of modules and trims that give you endless choice over how your  
lighting works and looks. The housing is drastically smaller than the  

competition so it fits into the most physically restrictive environments.
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When perfection matters 
You need a housing that can do it all: up 
and down, side to side, with 90 degrees  
of rotation and lateral translation. You 
need options and you need fine-tuning.  
You need a SquareFrame.

Innovative bar hangers make horizontal 
adjustment easy, and locks in place  
with a screwdriver

Full rotation and side-to-side translation make 
getting the right placement a snap

Precision installation, now made faster + simpler
DMF’s engineers understand how challenging it can be to install a square downlight 
perfectly straight and perfectly aligned. That’s why they’ve incorporated a suite of 
features that work together seamlessly to give you a flawless fit more quickly and 
with less hassle.

Compact size greatly simplifies installation 
and fit compared to 12" x 16" housings

12"

4"

Set pin keeps housing aligned perfectly from 
the factory, and enables effortless resets

Built-in play in our trims lets you 
precisely set final trim angle

Indents on all sides for laser  
or string alignment

Tool-tree height adjustment keeps housing 
flush with the ceiling plane
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DRD2 
General LED Downlight

Delivered Lumens

2700K 3000K 3500K 4000K

Modularity: A stunning range of 
results, one product family
One SquareFrame can illuminate a whole project 
with your choice of light and aesthetics options. 
Select from General (DRD2), Apex Series (DRD2X), 
and Adjustable (DRD4) modules that deliver exactly 
what your project demands. 

General

DRD2X
Apex Series LED Downlight

DRD4
Adjustable LED Downlight

Center Beam Candlepower

Color Temperatures

40º30º20º

50,000 hrs   |   5 years

Optional Emergency LED Driver for lighting up to 90 minutes in event of power failure

JA8
TITLE 24

Standards

750 lm (10.8W)
1000 lm (12.8W)

600 lm (10W)
750 lm (12.5W)

650 lm ( 9.7W)
800 lm (12.0W)

6000cd (Spot 800 lm)4000cd (Spot 750 lm)

Color Quality 93+ CRI, 2-step SDCM 90+ CRI, 2-step SDCM 90+ CRI, 2-step SDCM

Optics

40º30º20º

Ratings Wet location Wet location Damp location

TRIAC/ELV 5%  |   0 -10V 1%  |   Lutron® Hi-lume® 1%Dimming

Guarantee

Emergency

–
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Emergency ready
The SquareFrame’s emergency ready version 
offers additional features that make it more 
practical without changing its discrete look. 
The Emergency Driver runs off a self-contained 
battery that can change mounting positions  
for maximum flexibility while an integrated  
test switch on the trim maintains a seamless  
ceiling design.

Insulation Contact (IC) Rated

STC/IIC Sound Rated

ASTM E283 Certified Air Tight

Code compliant for use in fire-rated 
assemblies up to a maximum of 2-hours

Ratings + options 
The SquareFrame has all the ratings you need for a wide variety of residential and commercial 
projects. These ratings mean that you can be sure your project is up to code and ensures that 
the people who use your building are safe and comfortable.

Fine tuning for  
a flawless finish
Built-in play in our trims allows 
you to precisely set the final 
trim angle, and a lip on the trim 
ensures a perfect seal with the 
ceiling, eliminating light leak.

Trims that aren’t  
an afterthought
The best way to see what makes 
SquareFrame trims unique is 
simply by holding them in your 
hands. Then you can appreciate 
the meticulous effort that we 
put into them, from the quality 
and heft of the materials to their 
sophisticated, timeless design.

Emergency
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Square Pinhole Beveled Pinhole

Round on Square Wall Wash Emergency

Decorative: Frosted Outside Decorative: Clear Outside, Frosted Inside Flangeless: Square

Flangeless: Pinhole Flangeless: Beveled Pinhole Flangeless: Round on Square

Flangeless: Wall Wash

The SquareFrame makes flawless  
downlighting simpler than ever. 

Flangeless Mud Plate

White ( WH )

Black ( BK )

Silver Reflector, White Flange (SW )      

Custom Color Available (CC )

Finish Options
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